
Internship opportunities - Codean (The Netherlands)

Why a Dutch software security startup might be interesting
Software is getting more complex, the amount of criminal hackers is growing, and automatic tools for

software engineers are not good enough. Human software security experts are just irreplaceable.

But… they could use a hand. That is why we built our ‘review environment’. This environment is for a

security analyst what an Integrated Development Environment is for a software engineer. Our

environment is tailor made for security analysis: it has features ranging from keeping track of what is

reviewed to symbiotic taint analysis. Making security experts work 2x faster; up to 10x for specific

tasks.

What kind of company is Codean
Our founder Kevin Valk started hacking when he was 14 (and he has some cool war stories from those

days), and 15 years later he started building the first version of our review environment early 2020.

After an investment of 1M we have grown to 11 FTE, part software engineer and part security expert,

from 7 nationalities. We have lots of great technology to build, so will continue to grow in the coming

years.

What kind of internships we have
If you like software development, cyber security or something in between, please contact us to see

what is possible (research internship, (master) thesis, etc). Specifically, the following areas we think

are novel both from a research perspective and in our commercial offering: Formal automatic

penetration testing language design, Human assisted fuzzing, Reducing source code complexity by

transforming attributes, and many more…

How it is to work at Codean
We like flexible working hours: as long as someone delivers we don’t mind when they work. We work

remote, so use tools like Gather, Slack and Notion to communicate. And we also like to meet

in-person, so every month we organize a Codean day: with team building activities like escape rooms

and cooking workshops, but also discussion about the company strategy, and of course enjoying good

food together. If that seems nice: let's have a (digital) coffee.

Contact - Arthur Tolsma (co-founder & CEO): arthur@codean.io

More information: https://codean.io and LinkedIn page
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